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Procedures for Sanitation in Retail Frozen Desserts
Control of Bacteria
Our primary concern in sanitation

to control
bacterial growth, including organisms that cause communicable diseases, in the product. We must prevent
excessive growth of bacteria in the product. We are
just as 'concerned about the kinds of bacteria as the
total number of bacteria present in the product. The
product must never be contaminated with disease-prois

ducing bacteria.

Proper Storage and Handling of Mixes
Frozen dessert mix, when obtained from the supplier, is generally low in bacteria count. However, it is
not sterile. The only practical way to prevent multiplication of the bacteria is to keep the mix cold at all times.

The fresher and colder the mix, the lower the bacteria count. Mix should be held as close to 32° F' as pos-

sible. Never hold mix at temperatures above 38° F.
Bacteria can reproduce several thousandfold at 50° F
in a 24-hour period.

It may be necessary to provide a special, separate
refrigerator to maintain a uniformly low temperature
for the mix. Mixes must be properly rotated. The oldest

mix in stock should be used first. Recently delivered
mix should be utilized after older stock is depleted.

Frozen mixes should be thawed in a refrigerator.
Never thaw mixes by submersion into hot water, by
placing in direct sunlight, nor by holding at room tem-

Wash supply tank with warm detergent solution.
Brush wash the barrel, dasher, freezer head, valves, lid,
and plastic hoses.

Rinse the freezer and parts with warm water.
Note : Twice weekly (or daily) use a commercial
milkstone remover.
Allow to air dry, disassembled.

Before re-using the freezer, prepare a sanitizer
solution in a clean bucket. Use two gallons of water
and the necessary sanitizer base.
Commercial chlorine bases contain 5% or 8% available chlorine. The 5% base requires 1/2 ounce for each
gallon of water and the 8% requires 1/3 ounce for each
gallon of water used. The above solutions will contain
the recommended 200 parts per million (ppm) available

chlorine strength for sanitizer solutions.
Iodophor sanitizers are used at 25 ppm level or as
per labeled instructions. Quaternary and acid-type sanitizers have been used as sanitizing solutions with variable and limited success.

One tablespoon of solution equals approximately
1/2 ounce.

Sanitizer solutions are useless on unclean surfaces.
Submerge all freezer parts in the sanitizer solution for at least one minute.
Assemble freezer. Add lubricants in a sanitary
manner.

the operator should employ a set procedure for cleaning

Add the sanitizer solution to mix supply tank and
sanitize lid and upper surfaces with solution.
Allow sanitizer to drain into barrel, rotate dasher
for no longer than 30 seconds to sanitize barrel, dasher,
and scraper blades. Drain sanitizer from machine.
Note : Do not touch any surfaces of the freezer after
they have been sanitized. Do not rinse freezer again with

and sanitizing the freezer and other equipment. All

water.

perature.
Plastic hoses which are used to transfer mix should

be kept to the minimum lengths.

Maintaining a Clean Freezer
To prevent contamination of soft-serve products,
parts of the freezer which come in contact with the mix
should be disassembled, washed daily, and left to dry
in an unassembled state. A properly formulated dairytype cleaner (chlorinated alkaline detergent) should be
used for the stainless steel freezer and parts. Generally,
household or glassware detergents are not satisfactory

for this purpose. Freezer parts may be washed in a
mechanical dishwasher.

Ten Steps to a Clean Freezer
Drain mix from freezer into a clean, sanitized

Cleaning Tips
The dairy-type chlorinated alkaline detergents may
be obtained from many commercial suppliers. Your mix
supplier possibly can provide the proper cleaner or ad-

vise you as to a source of supply. The stainless steel
surface of your freezer should always have a bright,
shiny, and clean appearance. Inadequate cleaning can
permit the formation of milkstone (a mineral and protein film) on the freezer. A milkstone deposit permits
the growth of many bacteria and may promote "hidden

container with tight-fitting closure.

corrosion" or pitting of the barrel. It is much easier

Rinse mix supply tank and freezer barrel with
cold water, followed by a rinse with lukewarm water.

to prevent milkstone build-up than to remove it. Milkstone removers (mild organic acids) are available from
mix suppliers or commercial sources.
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Care of Holdover Mix
The care of the mix left in the freezer at the end of
the day (holdover or re-mix) is most important if a low
bacteria count product is to be maintained. Many operators have experienced the grief and disappointment of
high bacteria counts as a result of mishandling holdover
mix. If the holdover mix is placed in the freezer again
the next day, there is a good chance of contaminating
the freezer's contents for the entire day. Each day this

re-mix is used, an operator risks "seeding" the fresh
mix with bacteria. In essence, Monday's "bacteria crop"
may be found in next Saturday's product if this "chain
of contamination" is not broken.

The following practices help in handling re-mix
properly:
V

Preferably, utilize all leftover mix by filling a

few cartons or by placing in ice cream pies, slices, bars,
or other novelties.
V Regulate the supply of mix placed into the freezer
near the end of the day, so there will be little or no holdover mix.
Always utilize a clean, sanitized container to retain the holdover mix. The use of a stainless steel bucket
with a tight-fitting lid is preferable.
V Immediately refrigerate the holdover mix (below

38° F).
V Always utilize the re-mix as soon as possible.
V At least once or twice a week, discard all re-mix.
This breaks the "chain of contamination."

Interpreting Laboratory Reports
<3,000less than 3,000 bacteria per milliliter.
76,000indicates a bacteria count standard violation,
since the number is underlined.
Est. 2,300,000an estimated bacteria count.

Use of contaminated holdover mix.
V Improperly thawed mix (may have actually incubated bacteria).
V Exposure of `mix to sunlight.
V Mix exposed to soil or dust.
V

V Ceiling ventilators that drop dust intO mix or
freezers.
V Containers (transfer pails) in poor condition
(rusty, broken seams, dents).
V

Unclean freezer parts, containers, stirring rods,

flavoring cups.

V Unclean plastic hoses and fittings.
Unclean mix pumps (if used).

V

V Unclean mix supply tank.

V Accumulation of milkstone and/or protein deposits on equipment.

Interior of regulator valve pipe not clean.
V Leaky, worn out rear shaft seals.
Failure to remove and clean jack shafts daily.
V Condensation drip from freezer head plate.
V

V Unclean dispenser valve.

V Worn out or unclean "0" rings in dispenser
valve.

V Washing freezer and parts without proper detergent.

V Failure to completely clean and completely sanitize freezer and all parts.

V Failure to use sanitizer of correct concentration.
Rinsing freezer with water after sanitizing.
V Drying freezer with cloth, sponge, or bar towels.
V Re-use of drippings from freezer.
V

V Contaminated
flavorings
strawberry, and others).

(vanilla,

chocolate,

V Contamination (hands, coughing, sneezhig) by
operator.

V Unsanitary lubricants or lubricating procedures
( fingers, shortening, uncapped tube containers).

Spr.spreader ; a type of bacteria that overgrows
the laboratory plate and interferes with the actual bacteria count of the sample.

Oregon Frozen Dessert Law

N. C.No colonies (bacteria) counted; usually implies a sanitary, clean product, but not necessarily a

ORS 621.310 Selling Frozen Dessert with Excessive
Bacteria Count Prohibited

sterile product.

No personnel shall sell or offer for sale at retail, a
frozen dessert which has a bacteria count in excess of

L. A.laboratory accident. Not possible to report
results.

75,000 per gram.

Pin pointsbacteria that grow well at warm temperatures in milk products ; caused by faulty manufacturing practices or post-pasteurization contamination.

They form uniformly small colonies on the laboratory
plates.

Common Causes of Bacteria Count Violations
V Mix mishandled in distribution channels.
V Mix stored too warm (refrigerator above 38° F).

These procedures are the recommendations of an Extension Dairy Processing Specialist, Cooperative Extension Service and Department of Food Science and Technology, Oregon
State University; Oregon State Department of Agriculture,
Food and Dairy Division; and Oregon State Board of Health,
Food Services Program.

